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DDR STATEMENT

As a fashion designer with a background in the prêt-à-porter industry, I came to my
practice PhD studies with a mindset informed by industry performance standards.
Starting my design research was therefore an interesting learning experience. In
contrast to seasonal collection work in the fashion industry, which is always solutionoriented and carried out under a certain time pressure, design-driven research
offered space for deeper reflection, experimentation and broader, structural clothing
design questions. While I was undoing my industry training, I decided to hold on
to some applied clothing design methods and implement them as tools into my
research practice. If a design tool could be used in both industry and academia, the
transferability of methods between these two fashion areas would be encouraged.
By adopting procedures in a simplified, distilled form, I hoped to make connections
between industry processes and academic design practice. For example, while
working alongside females affected by breast cancer, I structured participatory design
sessions based on conventional fitting procedures as they occur during the seasonal
fashion design process.
Design-driven research methods integrated from academic research back into
industry developments could create a more inclusive and holistic approach within
needs-based design. In the case of clothing design for females affected by breast
cancer, such integration would include the garment wearer’s voice into the design
decision-making process and promote knowledge sharing between the affected
females and the design team.
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ABSTRACT

This research facilitates participatory prototyping design sessions within an ongoing
practice PhD to better understand how females affected by breast cancer experience
lingerie after a mastectomy. Participants work with simplified clothing design methods
derived from phases of the fashion design development process. While wearing a
neutral prototype garment, participants are both designer and model. They articulate
and manifest their personal bra needs onto the prototype and shape it according to
their ergonomic needs and aesthetic taste. In addition, this research experiments
with industrial 3D knitting technologies and alternative bra designs that expand the
garment's use beyond the spectrum of underwear based on such needs. An initial
3D knitted prototype combines articulated needs into a basic matrix that includes
solutions for females with two different sized breasts, one breast, or no breasts after
a mastectomy, as 3D knitting allows for mass customisation of such variations.
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Breast cancer can be described as a modern epidemic. According to the
World Health Organisation, one in eight females will develop
invasive breast cancer in their lifetime, with a survival rate of
80%. By 2030, the number of cases is predicted to increase
by 50%. For most females diagnosed with breast cancer,
treatment involves some form of mastectomy, which
includes total or partial removal of a breast, nipple and
areola. Nearly half of all patients who undergo this
surgery will not or cannot immediately reconstruct their
breasts and continue to live single-breasted or
non-breasted. Post-mastectomy bras are the type of
lingerie offered to females after their mastectomy scars
have healed. These garments are worn as everyday bras
in conjunction with external breast prostheses, which are
gel-like, silicone forms that are inserted into the front
pockets of the bra.
Conventional post-mastectomy bras are symmetrical and cater to
a stereotypical body shape. Currently, there are few to no options
on the global market for females with different sized breasts, one
breast, or no breasts. Females who do not want to wear an
external prosthesis have to settle for ill-fitting and often
unattractive lingerie, which can cause physical discomfort and
psychological distress. Besides a consensus on the spectrum
of ergonomic and aesthetic bra needs regarding bra
construction, fit and materiality, colour, femininity, and
modernity, no two breast cancers or treatment experiences
are exactly alike. Therefore, individual bra needs vary. They
depend on personal, physical and emotional healing
processes and are influenced on a physical level by scars,
skin sensitivities, nerve damage and lymphoedema. On an
emotional level, self-perception and reconnection with an
altered and traumatised body is an intimate process that
#can create its own set of specific garment needs.
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In conventional garment pattern construction as used in industry, human body
shapes and sizes are summarised, categorised and standardised in fit charts,
based on the assumption of a symmetrical body structure. People whose bodies
are no longer symmetrical and those whose body structure deviates from the norm
in other ways are not considered in this approach. Affected individuals, therefore,
often have difficulties finding clothes that meet their specific needs.
This research facilitates participatory prototyping design sessions within an
ongoing practice PhD to better understand how females affected by breast cancer
experience lingerie after a mastectomy. Participants work with simplified clothing
design methods derived from phases of the fashion design development process.
While wearing a neutral prototype garment, made from a specific Japanese paper
that has textile-like properties and yet can be used like a regular paper material,
the participants are both designer and model. This prototype acts as a visual
communication tool, three-dimensional notepad and design template onto which
personal bra needs are manifested. While wearing the prototype, participants
shape its fit according to their ergonomic needs and aesthetic tastes, creating a
blueprint of their individual design. During this creative process of observing,
examining and articulating, synergies, and conversations emerge between
participants that overlap or diverge. Latent needs are discovered and manifested
together. Individual experiences and stories are shared, which fill the emerging
design with narrative content and contribute vital information about the
participants' individual garment needs, alongside the visual manifestation of the
intended design.
As part of this research, participatory prototyping design sessions were conducted
in the USA, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia and Germany. The results of the
sessions led to a concept for a modular bra alternative. This garment design
intends to be a speculative artefact and experimental product that visualises unmet
clothing needs of females affected by breast cancer and stimulates discourse
about the use and function of the bra as a garment, beyond the spectrum of
undergarments and towards possible future applications.
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In theory, industrial 3D knitting technologies, as manufacturing
techniques, enable variations of bra alternatives to be mass
customised. As part of this research, a prototype of a 3D
knitted bra alternative was developed. It combines the
articulated needs of females affected by breast
cancer who have participated in prototyping
design sessions. Its construction is based
on the design of sports bras that
females affected by breast cancer
use as an everyday bra
replacement. A basic pattern
forms a needs matrix that
summarises all the articulated bra needs
that have been collected so far. From this
basis, individualised bra variations can be
extracted during the knitting process. For
example, body length, shoulder width,
cup size and neckline can be adjusted
symmetrically or asymmetrically,
according to the garment wearer's
needs, by extracting specific form
elements. These interchangeable
modular components are identified in
the garment by different knitting
patterns.
Further developments of this experimental
product are underway. As this research
practice continues to design at the threshold
of medicine and fashion, the aim is to merge
these fields in clothing design for females
affected by breast cancer and work towards
humanising medical aid products and
normalising asymmetrical bodies.
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